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Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan
Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. Silverado TrailBlazer Traverse Trax. New By Year.
Used By Year. Filter Results reset. Body Style Crew Cab Double Cab Reg Cab Drivetrain 2WD
Cab Size Trim High Country 4. LS LT LTZ Work Truck Other Quick Specs. Engine Gas V8, 5.
Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity 5. Passenger Doors 4. Dimensions Weight
Information. Gross Axle Wt Rating - Front lbs Gross Combined Wt Rating lbs Gross Axle Wt
Rating - Rear lbs Gross Vehicle Weight Rating Cap lbs Second Head Room in Front Shoulder
Room in Second Hip Room in Front Head Room in Second Leg Room in Front Hip Room in
Front Leg Room in Second Shoulder Room in Ground Clearance, Front in 8. Wheelbase in
Height, Overall in Ground Clearance, Rear in 8. Front Bumper to Back of Cab in Overhang, Front
in - TBD -. Ground to Top of Load Floor in Cab to Axle in Cargo Box Length Floor in Tailgate
Width in Cargo Box Width Wheelhousings in Cargo Box Area Height in Cargo Box Width Floor
in Fuel Economy Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity, Approx gal Performance Specs Engine. Engine
Order Code L Fuel System Direct Injection. Engine Type Gas V8. Engine Oil Cooler Yes.
Displacement 5. Clutch Size in NA. First Gear Ratio :1 4. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 0. Transfer Case
Model NA. Eighth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans Description Cont. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Second
Gear Ratio :1 2. Reverse Ratio :1 3. Again NA. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 0. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 NA.
Trans Type 6. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Brake Type Pwr. Front Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in
Disc - Front Yes or Yes. Rear Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Rear Yes or Yes. Drum Rear Yes or NA. Turning Diameter - Curb to Curb ft Steering Ratio :1 , On Center Front Tire
Capacity lbs Rear Tire Capacity lbs Front Wheel Size in 20 x 9. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Front
Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size in 20 x 9. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Stabilizer
Bar Diameter - Front in 1. Suspension Type - Front Independent. Axle Type - Rear Semi-Floating.
Shock Absorber Diameter - Front mm Spring Capacity - Rear lbs Axle Ratio :1 - Front NA. Axle
Capacity - Front lbs Shock Absorber Diameter - Rear mm Axle Type - Front Independent. Axle
Ratio :1 - Rear 3. Spring Capacity - Front lbs Axle Capacity - Rear lbs Safety Features Safety. Air
Bag-Frontal-Driver Yes. Air Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes. Brakes-ABS Yes. Daytime Running
Lights Yes. Traction Control Yes. Night Vision No. Rollover Protection Bars No. Fog Lamps Yes.
Parking Aid Yes. Tire Pressure Monitor Yes. Back-Up Camera Yes. Stability Control Yes.
Daytime Running Lamps with automatic exterior lamp control Airbags, Dual-stage frontal
airbags for driver and front OnStar Directions and Connections plan for 6 months including
Warranty Warranty. Basic Years 3. Corrosion Years 6. Drivetrain Years 5. Maintenance Years 2.
Roadside Assistance Years 5. Other Specs Cooling System. Total Cooling System Capacity qts
Maximum Alternator Watts NA. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Maximum Trailering
Capacity lbs Looking for other models of the Chevrolet Silverado ? Compare the Chevrolet
Silverado against the competition. Gas Mileage. Rear Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity. All
Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. The Chevrolet
Silverado is a range of trucks manufactured by General Motors under the Chevrolet brand. The
fourth generation of the model line was introduced for the model year. In Mexico, heavy-duty
versions of the Silverado use the Chevrolet Cheyenne name. While sharing chassis and bodies,
the model chronology of the Silverado and Sierra are different, with five generations of the
Sierra and four of the Silverado. Largely the successor to the GMT chassis, the medium-duty
Silverado is exclusive to Chevrolet, with no plans for an equivalent GMC version. A small
refresh for models was introduced in , bringing slight design changes and an upgrade to the
audio and HVAC controls. The later By the end of , a final design was chosen and finalized for
production in June at 36 months ahead of scheduled start in June Development sign-off was
issued in late , with pre-production and series production commencement in June There are a
number of models of light-duty Silverados and Sierras, including the half-ton, SS , and Hybrid.
The light-duty trucks use the name. Three cargo beds are available: a The short box is only
available with the crew cab and extended cab. For the first year, only the regular cab and a
3-door extended cab were available, along with the Vortec V6 , Vortec V8 , and the Vortec V8. In ,
a driver's side door option became available for the extended cab, giving it four doors, and the
crew-cab body was added to the lineup in Output on the 5. The 6. The Silverado Z71 got an
optional lighter composite box, with a suspension package for towing, but lacked the
high-output engine. The C3 became the Denali for , and Quadrasteer was added. GM introduced
a reworked version of the Silverado and Sierra in , with a new front end and a slightly updated
rear end. In the Silverado received another facelift, similar to the HD version introduced in HD
models. In addition to that, Chevrolet has deleted the "Chevrolet" badge off the tailgate that was
used from to Its SUV counterparts retained the use of the pre-facelift sheetmetal. The Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety IIHS gave the Silverado an overall "marginal" score on the frontal
offset crash test for poor structural integrity and poor dummy control, although no injuries were
recorded on the dummy's body regions. It used all-wheel drive with a 3. For , the name was

changed to Sierra Denali , but the specifications remained essentially the same except for the
addition of Quadrasteer and GM changed from the 4L60E-HD to the 4L65E in conjunction with a
4. The Sierra Denali was initially equipped with Delphi 's Quadrasteer system as standard
equipment. It was a 4-wheel steering system that greatly reduced the truck's turning radius and
improved lane changing while towing. General Motors dropped Quadrasteer from the Sierra
Denali after the model year and its entire lineup after due to poor sales of this expensive option.
Launched in early , the Silverado SS is a high-performance pickup truck built by Chevrolet. It is
based on the Silverado Extended Cab with Fleetside Box and features upgrades in the drive
train and both exterior and interior appearance. It was equipped standard with the 6. This was
the same engine used for the second generation Cadillac Escalade. In , the AWD variant was
dropped and the rear wheel drive was the only driveline layout available. All the SS trucks in
both 2 wheel drive and AWD used the torsion bar style front suspension for better handling. The
truck came with several minor appearance upgrades rear spoiler, embroidered headrests,
Intimidator custom badging , but was essentially a standard Silverado SS. Of the 1, scheduled
trucks, only were made the remaining were sold as Silverado SS "classic" body style trucks
before the These trucks were only available in Black Onyx exterior but could be ordered with
cloth or leather interior. Also features [7] -. The Vortec High Output option was first introduced
in to a limited market mainly consisting of Texas and several surrounding areas ; it was
available nationwide for MY It was available for both the Chevy and GMC series trucks. This
special edition package under option code B4V included several options previously not found
on the standard model, most notably the LQ9 6. The B4V package could only be ordered on
extended cab standard box 2WD trucks. The models were equipped with the standard 10 bolt 8.
The models were upgraded with the larger 14 bolt 9. This marked the first time the LQ9 engine
was available for a two-wheel drive application. Unlike the previous years with the SS Package,
interior choices ranged from basic cloth to fully loaded. There were also more exterior color
options available with this package. In , the Vortec Max trailering package became available.
This was because the Vortec Max package was intended for max trailer towing, while the
Performance Edition was intended more for customers who wanted the Silverado SS
mechanicals without the visuals of the SS. It was also made available in addition to the
extended cab in the light-duty 4-door crew cab models. Towing capacity with the VortecMax
Trailing package was 10, pounds. Known within GM as the Parallel Hybrid Truck or PHT, it is not
actually a parallel hybrid by the current definition, but a type of micro hybrid design. The truck
uses a 5. These trucks were also purchased back from customers for more than what they were
worth in the late s. Additionally, the extra reserves of power for the accessories make this truck
well-suited to that market, where trucks often sit at idle for hours at a time. Availability was
extremely limited at first, with commercial buyers getting the first allotment. For â€”07 the truck
was generally available to retail buyers throughout North America. The HD variant was a
heavy-duty light truck. The HD had an available five-speed six-speed for â€” models Allison
transmission with the Vortec and Duramax 6. The HD models were primarily used for towing and
high-weight cargo. The Silverado HD had 5. Built as either a or HD Extended Cab Standard Box
model with two and four-wheel-drive, the Professional was the ultimate contractors truck. The
center console area provided an area to store PDAs, cell phones and laptop computers as well
as extra charging points for them and an area to hang file folders. There were also extra storage
trays and larger cupholders throughout the cab, including one temperature controlled
cupholder. The exterior featured lower body cladding, Professional badging, and a full-chrome
grille. These trucks also featured a standard bedliner, box-rail protectors, in-bed power outlet,
and many optional accessories suited to tradesmen ladder racks, toolboxes, etc. The series
came standard with the 5. Other factors, such as options, can also affect these numbers. It
features a redesigned exterior, interior, frame, and suspension as well as power increases on
certain engines. Like the GMT SUVs, these pickups also have greatly improved aerodynamics
over their predecessors like steeply raked windshields and tighter panel gaps which improve
fuel economy. Like its predecessors, the new Silverado offers buyers a choice of two-door
regular cabs, four-door extended cabs with front-opening rear doors that now open degrees
similar to the Nissan Titan and four-door crew cabs. GM also offers the trucks in the traditional
two- and four-wheel-drive configurations. For the model year, the Sierra Denali shares the same
billet grille from the other Denali models, and also has the same dash as the SUV's. The Sierra
Denali was initially the only half-ton pickup that had a 6. A new high performance 6. After
skipping the model year, with being the last for the GMT hybrid line, a two-mode hybrid model
was introduced in late as a model. It's joined by two kilowatt electric motors supplied by a
nickelâ€”metal hydride battery pack under the rear seat. On its own, the V8 is rated at
horsepower and pound-feet of torque. The unique transmission houses the electric motors
along with three different planetary gear sets and four traditional clutches. There were two dash

options offered in this model Silverado and Sierra: a luxury-inspired dash that closely mimics
the dash in their GMT SUVs, and a more traditional upright dash to make room for a passenger
seat in place of a center console. As of , GM full-size trucks were no longer sold in United States
and Canada with manual transmissions ; they were only offered in Mexico in the Silverado V6
engine and Silverado An integrated trailer brake controller , first available on the Silverado and
Sierra HD for , is now an option on series trucks. A refresh followed with all models, including
new interior door panels which moved the handle forward and added an additional cup holder
and a six-speed automatic transmission on regular cab models with the 5. The Vortec V8 was
given wider availability, now being optional on LT and SLE extended and crew cabs, completely
supplanting the light-duty Vortec V8 in the process. The new Z71 Appearance Package was
optional on LT and LTZ, it included: body-color grille and front fascia, body color door handles
and mirror caps, unique Z71 box side decals, chrome sill plates, and a unique Z71 gauge
cluster. For , the Sierra and Silverado received another refresh. Trailer sway control and hill
start assist are now standard on all models. The 8. The 6L90 6-speed automatic transmission is
standard in all Heavy Duty models. The Allison transmission is paired with the optional
Duramax V8 diesel. The front suspension incorporates new upper and lower control arms and
new torsion bars tailored to one of five different gross axle weight ratings. Upper control arms
are constructed from forged steel that is both stronger and lighter than the previous arms, while
the new lower arms are cast iron to maximize load capacity. Using a unique torsion bar for each
gross weight rating allows for better control over vehicle height, resulting in improved handling
and better alignment for reduced tire wear. These improvements allow for up to a 6, pound front
axle weight rating, allowing all 4wd trucks to accommodate a snow plow. Additional front
suspension enhancements come from new urethane bump stops, two per side. The upper
shock mount has been changed from a single stem mount to a two-bolt design to eliminate the
possibility of squeaks and thumps. The rear suspension design uses asymmetrical leaf springs
that are wider and capable of greater load handling. The design features 3-inch wide leaves,
with front and rear spring sections of different lengths to reduce the twisting that can result in
axle hop and loss of traction. The Silverado comes standard with four-wheel ABS. StabiliTrak
and side curtain airbags are optional on certain trim levels. The IIHS gave the Silverado a
"Good" score in their frontal crash test, however models equipped with or without optional side
curtain airbags received a "Poor" rating in the side impact test. LY6 Vortec 6. GM dropped the
platform and changed to K2XX. The third generation Silverado has three gas engine options: 4.
Chevrolet's MyLink touch-screen multimedia interface system will be available on most models.
A Bose premium audio system, as well as a Bose surround sound audio system will be
available on most models. OnStar will be standard on all models. Underneath, the Silverado
rides on a fully boxed high-strength steel frame with hydroforming technology ; truck cab's
frame is built with high strength steel as well. The third generation Silverado uses aluminum on
the hood, for the engine block and for the control arms in order to save mass. The truck's bed is
made of roll-formed steel instead of stamped steel used by other manufacturers in order to save
weight and gain strength. The third generation Silverado introduced the upmarket High Country
edition which includes saddle brown leather interior, which is Chevrolet's first entry into the
luxury market. A revised front end features styling cues from the s-era Chevrolet C-Series
Trucks, and, on Z models, a Z badge was added to the front grille. The first production Silverado
completed assembly on April 29, The Silverado went on sale in May as a model, with the
Silverado HD Series being available in early for the model year. On January 10, , a recall was
issued for , Silverado and Sierra pickups due to a fire risk. In the past, several independent
specialists imported and converted Silverado and GMC Sierra for Australian and
right-hand-drive markets. The HD and HD were fitted with 6. No version was offered. For the
model year, the 6. Some of these enhancements included a new OnStar telematics system with
4G LTE Wi-Fi capabilities, new wheel designs, new exterior paint color options, new exterior tow
mirror designs, a USB port added the glove compartment of trucks equipped with a front bench
seat, DURALIFE brake rotors, the availability of dual and amp alternators for models equipped
with the 6. For that year, Chevrolet introduced Special Edition for the Silverado truck series.
Trucks ordered with bucket seats and center console now feature a wireless charging pad on
the console lid. For the model year, Silverado and Sierra HD models equipped with the 6.
Gasoline-powered models now have a capless fuel fill. Starting in , GM offered an eAssist mild
hybrid version of the 5. The engine came with an 8-speed automatic transmission and has the
same horsepower and torque as the regular 5. For , it became available nationwide and was also
offered in the Silverado LTZ. The 5. It features beefier brake rotors, upgraded oil coolers, high
output alternator, auxiliary battery and an upfitter friendly interior. Available on four-wheel drive
Sierra HD crew cab models in either Black Onyx or Summit White exterior colors, the Sierra HD
All Terrain X package provides a unique, premium mix of specialized exterior trim and off-road

special equipment, uniquely paired with GMC's high-level of refinement and technologies. All
Terrain X's customized appearance starts with a unique body-color grille surround, which flanks
a distinctive grille insert that's unique to All Terrain. Body color door handles, front and rear
bumpers, and bodyside moldings provide a distinctive monochromatic appearance, while black
accents, including belt moldings, front bumper skid plate, and B-pillar accents, enhance its bold
attitude. Inside, the Sierra HD All Terrain X also features GMC IntelliLink with an 8-inch-diagonal
color touchscreen, Teen Driver, remote-locking tailgate, remote starting system, Rear Vision
Camera, adjustable pedals, leather-appointed seats, heated front seats and wireless mobile
device charging. Sierra HD All Terrain X's strong, bold appearance is matched by equally strong
engineering underneath its surface. For added confidence off-road, the Sierra HD All Terrain X
also includes the Z71 off-road suspension package, which adds front underbody and transfer
case skid plates, twin-tube Rancho shocks, hill descent control, and off-road information
graphics in the Driver Information Center. An Eaton automatically locking rear differential 4. For
that year, Chevrolet has added and dropped some of the Special Editions for the Silverado truck
series. There were several addition to this year's Special Editions for the Silverado series
shown in boldface. Special edition models of the Chevrolet Silverado and Chevrolet Colorado
were introduced to commemorate the th anniversary of Chevy Trucks. Chevrolet introduced the
Centennial Edition Chevrolet Silverado for Chevrolet continued production of the
third-generation Silverado for , which was sold alongside the all-new, fourth-generation
Chevrolet Silverado The first-generation Chevrolet Silverado was sold alongside the
second-generation Chevrolet Silverado for the model year as the Chevrolet Silverado Classic,
and and versions of the truck were also sold alongside their successors, the Chevrolet
Silverado and GMC also offered versions of their Sierra trucks as the Sierra Classic for as well,
and will do the same for , offering the predecessor generation model as the GMC Sierra Limited.
The reveal of the all-new Silverado was not expected until early For its debut, the Silverado was
airlifted via helicopter onto a stage, where it was introduced to a crowd of Chevrolet truck
owners and enthusiasts, as well as to the automotive press. In addition to the reveal of the
Silverado , multiple Chevrolet trucks of different generations were on display as well.
Distinguishing features of the Trail Boss from other Silverado trim levels are its gloss black
front fascia, black rear step bumper, black Chevrolet "bow-tie" emblems on the front grille and
rear tailgate, gloss black-finished aluminum-alloy wheels, large off-road tires, altered
suspension, "Trail Boss" decals on the sides of the pickup box, front bumper-mounted center
fog lamps, "Z71" emblems on each front fender, and red-painted front tow hooks. The formal
unveiling of the Silverado took place at the North American International Auto Show in Detroit ,
Michigan on January 13, , exactly years after Chevrolet delivered its first trucks to customers on
January 13, Silverado has been launched in Australia for the first time for model year. All trim
levels include a next-generation touchscreen infotainment system with Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto , Bluetooth for hands-free calling and wireless audio streaming via A2DP , power
windows and door locks on Double and Crew Cab models , air conditioning, and a rearview
backup camera system. Additional features available on select trim levels include GPS
navigation, SiriusXM Satellite Radio and Travel Link, OnStar with 4G LTE in-vehicle Wi-Fi, a
Bose premium audio system with seven speakers, keyless access and push-button start, a
remote starter system, heated and ventilated luxury leather-trimmed seating surfaces, a heated
leather-wrapped steering wheel, driver-assist technologies, a multi-angle camera system, and
heated rear seats. For , the Rally and Midnight Special Editions return after being absent for the
model year. The Midnight Edition features Bucket Seats with Console, special headlamp bezels,
black dual exhaust tips, and black assist steps. This is the second-time Chevrolet and Realtree
have teamed up to produce a special edition Silverado truck, having done so for The model is
based on a Silverado Crew Cab Custom Trail Boss, adding inch black wheels and Realtree
camouflage graphics inside and out. The all-new Chevrolet Silverado and its twin, the GMC
Sierra offers a choice of six different engine options, dependent upon trim level. The base
engine on lower trim levels is the horsepower, 4. Standard on mid-level trims is an all-new,
horsepower, 2. Optional on most trim levels is the horsepower, 5. Optional on upper-level trims
is a horsepower, 6. An all-new, horsepower 3. All engines are paired to either a 6-speed,
8-speed, or speed automatic transmission, with a choice of either two-wheel-drive or
four-wheel-drive 4X4 is standard equipment on Silverado Custom Trail Boss and LT Trail Boss
trims, and optional on all other Silverado and Sierra models. For , availability of both the 6.
According to EPA ratings, rear drive Silverado models with the 2. The Waze mobile app can now
be compatible in its infotainment system through the use of CarPlay. Crew cab Silverado
models increase in payload up to 14 percent, or pounds. Trailering features equipped for the
model includes an industry's first VIN -specific trailering and payload label and an in-vehicle
towing app on its GM infotainment system. The Sierra will differentiate itself from its Chevrolet

Silverado counterpart by offering unique features, such as a two-piece tailgate, a pickup bed
constructed from carbon fiber , a 3" x 7" multi-color Heads-Up Display, a rear-view mirror
backup camera system, and a luxury Denali trim level. The Sierra will also feature its own
distinct exterior styling, though interior styling will be similar to that of the Chevrolet Silverado
Its inner tailgate can be a load stopper, a full-width step, and a work area by dropping down the
load stop or provide easy access to the bed just by folding down the inner tailgate. Powertrains
include improved versions of the current 5. An all-new, ten-speed automatic transmission will
come as standard equipment on gasoline-powered Sierra models. Availability of the previous 4.
All trim levels include a next-generation touchscreen infotainment system with Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto , Bluetooth for hands-free calling and wireless audio streaming via A2DP ,
power windows and door locks on Double and Crew Cab models , air conditioning, and a rear
view backup camera system. Initially unavailable at launch, the all-new Chevrolet Silverado and
GMC Sierra regular cab configuration went on sale in early The regular cab option is unavailable
in other trim levels in the United States and Canada, as these trucks will appeal mainly towards
fleet and commercial buyers. Regular cab models with a 6. Standard features include a black
front grille, black front and rear bumpers, 17" steel wheels, manual windows and door locks,
manual black side mirrors, a seven-inch touchscreen infotainment system with rearview backup
camera and Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone integration, vinyl seating surfaces, a
split front bench seat, vinyl flooring, and air conditioning. Options include the Chrome
Appearance Group 17" aluminum-alloy wheels and chrome front and rear bumpers , OnStar 4G
LTE in-vehicle Wi-Fi capabilities, cloth seating surfaces, carpeted flooring with floor mats, and
the Power Equipment Group power windows and door locks, keyless entry, power black side
mirrors, and cruise control. The Silverado sees deletion of the Oakwood Metallic exterior paint
color. Major additions are new vertical trailering mirrors, which include power adjustability, as
well as power-folding and power-extension capabilities. The Sierra sees a new Carbon Black
Metallic paint color in addition to the above mentioned Silverado updates. For , the Silverado
and Sierra pickups saw relatively few changes. Most notably, the Silverado offers the newly
named Multiflex six-position tailgate, borrowed from the GMC Sierra. Other changes include
wireless CarPlay and Android Auto projection capability. Several color and trim changes were
also made. Mosaic Black Metallic is a new addition to the color palette. Smokey Quartz Metallic
is a deletion, and Hunter Metallic is a new paint color. Crew Cab Standard Box Sierra models are
now only available in four-wheel-drive. Silverado and Sierra HD dually models see an increase
in max-towing capacity to 36, lbs, a class-leading number. GMC has confirmed that they will not
offer an equivalent, citing a lack of support for GMC to expand back into a medium duty market
while making a push towards a premium market with their current lineup. The move leaves
Chevrolet as the only brand in the GM truck division to have medium-duty vehicles in this
segment as well as the only division to make its trucks and SUVs available for fleet sales. It is
built at Navistar's Springfield, Ohio plant. Navistar has also introduced their own version, the
International CV. The various Silverados, Tahoes, and Suburbans that are used provide
numerous platforms for different kinds of vehicles. The dashboard has additional controls and
dataplates. The truck also can be equipped with weapon supports in the cab, cargo tie down
hooks, folding troop seats, pioneer tools, winches, and other military accessories. General
Motors relaunched GM Defense division in offering the ZH2 Silverado, an advanced technology
Chevrolet Silverado with a hydrogen powered fuel cell and a heavy duty truck architecture
modified for next generation military vehicle needs. There is also a ZH2 Chevrolet Colorado
military version. The truck also won the Primm off-road race in , and More recently, the
Chevrolet Silverado now sold in Paraguay and Uruguay. GM has also announced plans to
introduce the Silverado, along with the smaller Colorado , to China. Chevrolet started selling the
Silverado in Oceania in via Holden Special Vehicles a former subsidiary of GM's now-defunct
Holden brand but will retain the Chevrolet badge. The vehicles are sold Right Hand Drive
versions for that region. There is a small gray market for both the Chevrolet Silverado and GMC
Sierra trucks in some parts of the world, mostly in Scandinavian countries and Germany. From
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Chevrolet Silverado. Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact crossover SUV. Captiva Sport.
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Blazer. Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Grand Blazer. K5 Blazer. Coupe utility. Chevy El Camino.
Compact pickup. LUV D-Max. Mid-size pickup. Full-size pickup. Lumina APV. Trans Sport. City
Express. Subcompact car. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Full-size crossover. S
Jimmy. K5 Jimmy. Yukon XL. S Sonoma. LCCN : sh The Silverado had been a good choice for
years and the redesigned model was an even better performer than previous models. Handling
is more carlike and the cabin is as quiet as a luxury car's. An assist system makes the tailgate
easy to lift and prevents it from dropping open, easing cargo-handling duties. At 16 mpg overall
with the 5. A relatively low ride-height eases access, the dashboard controls are simple to use
and the Silverado provides impressive towing and payload capacities. In most cases,
automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will
be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left.
The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Chevrolet Silverado owners.
The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth ,
voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Service
rear camera light appears when starting truck". Bought a new one non OEM but have problems
with inter face on rear camera and steering wheel controls. Was told its made to not interface
with non OEM". It changes continually and is a terrible distraction. Mostly it wants to display the
radio on the drivers info screen. Sometimes it goes to navigation and shows" no destination
given". Usually within a few miles of driving, it has changed 2 or three times. It is a terrible
distraction and dangerous. I have gotten accustomed to the trip screen that shows speed, trip
miles, and mileage. I do know how to read the gauges!! But when the radio screen comes on
nothing else on the drivers screen shows. I can stop and change everything back It never goes
back to the driver info screen unless I stop and change it back. The dealer said it should have
an error code in the software They are not finding a problem They won't drive it 3 or 4 miles to
see what it is doing. So frustrating.!! This continued for about 8 months and self corrected. I
have reported it to the dealer and they told me to make an appointment to bring it in and have it
checked out. Well after the vehicle is turned off for 15 to 20 minutes it re-sets and starts working
again. Well whats the point of taking it in if they won't look at it at the time I have the problem
because, they are just going to say we couldn't duplicate the problem when we checked it out.
This has happened 3 time now". So all this before anything else can be done with MyLink, and
while your attention is taken off the road. Washington just passed a law prohibiting a drive from
holding a phone while driving. This screen behavior falls into the same class of problems
distracting drivers from their duty to watch the road. I have written to the state attorney general
asking him to investigate and fine GMC for this driving hazard. Dealer had to replace it. It was a

one time issue and your previous question regarding it did not have an option for one time
failure. Its like it was made with the cheapest 's computer components and unable to handle
decent sized USB's - for that's not acceptable for the price paid. It stores data but doesn't
appear to have an overt means for me to delete and ensure there's no hidden information for a
new owner to access. The entertainment system seems built for the year It was antiquated
rolling off the assembly line. Its better than what most vehicles had - but overpriced for what it
does. Display screen went blank while driving. Dealer replaced it. Gps is not as good as a The
vehicle was still in warranty. The entire module had to be replaced. It will do that for several
days and then reconnect after several attempts. It went off one while driving in conjuction with
instrumentation. This problem was explained at the dealer, I was told there was a PCM? Turning
off ignition and turning it back on starts radio playing. I have given up using this feature".
Required replacement of system to fix". Replaced under warranty. This led to additional
expenses to top up refrigerant to have it leak in a few days. Dealer fixed at my cost. Took to
dealership. They found a crack. Repaired it". They said it was lines. Took it back 2x. Extended
warranty to pay for it less deductable. Thought service was terrible". Should be a recall. There
many other Silverado that it leak in the same place. Will allow air flow from vents that should be
closed". I had it worked on by a mechanic who put colorant in the line and there was no leak
shown in the line so he put coolant in it. I drove it two days before it started venting hot air
again. The mechanic looked at it again and pulled the condenser. There he found a small leak,
so he installed a new one and filled it with coolant again. It's working great now. Cold air is
important in the South!! I was very frustrated, especially when I read online and found I was not
the only person with this issue on a similar GM Vehicle. Goes up and down at will. They are still
trying to tepair it". Took 3 mechanics to find it and fix it". Needed a couple of seals and a hose
replaced. Works great again. Dealership advised that the condenser was leaking and the unit
was replaced. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or
solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Adjusted and fixed
immediately". Correct following a GM Tech bulletin". They tried to reprogram but still
disappointing". Often hear and feel a "clunk" when shifting". It is an intermitting problem". I
would have to floor it to get up speed quickly. I was told this was a common compalint with the
5. Also, multiple occurances where felt like someone rear ended me when it was transmission.
Finally had to replace torque Converter. I looked on the internet and find that he is correct.
Other owners have the same problem! Rough shifting at times. It is suppose to shift from 8
cylinder to 4 cylinder to save fuel. What it does is stops and crunches and they bumps into the
next gear. I have taken it in to the dealer and left it several times and the problem has not been
fixed, There have been several software updates that have not helps. I know several people that
have traded this vehicle before the warranty expired because of this problem. Unfortunately, I
can't afford to trade Brought to dealership and they ran a water test for 45 minutes. Didn't find
problem. Hasn't happen since. The antenna leaked while I was on a long trip causing mildew
and mold smell. I had to pay to have a new headliner, new antenna new antenna corrected the
defect of the antenna that came from factory , and my carpet removed, cleaned and reinstalled. I
pleaded with my salesman and the service manager. They tried to get more from Chevrolet, but
Chevrolet wouldn't cooperate. The smell lingered until after I had it detailed twice, lasting a year.
It was a leaking rt. Still attempting to resolve - so far 4 dealer trips". Not duplicated at dealer".
After 3 years of personal torture, the nerve racking noises stopped. Having these changes does
make me a whole lot happier with the truck - a lot happier Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Took two years and six trips to dealer for resolution.
Problem occurred daily. Transmission still shifts rough. I would also experience rough shifting
and a vibration in the steering wheel. I kept complaining to the dealer I purchased the truck from
but they could not correct the problem. I finally found out that they did not have a transmission
tech so I took it to another dealer whose transmission tech immediately diagnosed the problem
as a bad tourque converter. That corrected all of the problems. I still experience hard shifts at
very low speed but this seems to be common with the 8-speed transmission programming.
Dealership replacement. Problem was resolved within a month of the problem developing". It
was becoming very noticeable and affecting the drive-ability of the truck. When I took it to the
dealer, a mechanic drove it and immediately said that the transmission and torque converter
needed to be replaced. This was completely covered under the drive-train warranty. It took
about 3 days to obtain and replace the parts. The dealer gave me a no-cost loaner vehicle. Since
the replacement, I have had no problems. Mine exploded, sent debris through the transmission
and instead of replacing it with a rebuilt transmission GM had the 'transmission guy' rebuild it. It
now shifts horribly, slips, bangs and anything else you can think of but GM refuses to do
anything. GM does not stand behind their product; this is a known issue. Dealer did not spot
any transmission problems within their shop 3 days prior. I upgraded some of the OEM parts,

too which were of better materials [i. Upon inspection the chevy dealer replaced the
transmission with a OEM one. They should have replaced it and not rebuilt it. I have told my
service Dept. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. Mfg and deeler would not cover it". It then started to peel off. We have not had it
repaired yet but plan on taking it to the body shop we use to have it repaired. Additionally, there
were scratch marks on the hood and roof that had to be re-painted as they were unable to buff
them out". I brought it to the dealer and they refused claiming that it was likely due to lawn
mower damage I'm not sure how they arrived at this as it was non-sensical given the damage is
3. I pointed it out to the dealer who says this was not covered by warranty - when it was. Very
disappointed. Seems like the rubber seal holds dirt ren when cleaned and strapped the paint of
when you open and close the door and exposes the raw metal and thus rust". Antilock system
ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake
failure or wear. So we did and it was repaired. Was a problem that GM was aware of they had a
service bulletin out on it but they would not accept responsibility or help defray any of the cost.
It seems too soon to replace the brake pads". Pedal would go almost to the floor and truck
would continue to roll forward. Pedal would return to its normal pre braking position and truck
would immediately come to a stop. Problem did not repeat itself for several thousand miles.
There was a vehicle recall about this issue. Problem turned out to be a defective vacuum pump.
After update on way home I lost braking while towing travel trailer. Back to dealer. They found
vacuum pump for brake system bad. No parts due to strike. Had loaner for almost 4 weeks.
Good thing I was not towing on a trip and was just still in town when they failed. The pump was
part of the recall and covered. This usually happens, if it's going to, backing with a trailer. The
brakes started squealing, grinding, and catching. A couple of days later, I took it to the dealer
for a recall on another issue, so had them check out the brake issues too. The dealer first said
all 4 rotors needed replacing. Then came back and said all 4 drums were rusted and also
needed replacing. I'd only had the truck a little over a year, and had not driven in conditions that
would rust the drums. The rotors could be normal wear and tear, but rusted drums? I don't think
so. Supposedly this truck had been a 1-owner company truck, and not driven off-road. Dealer
said they did a point inspection. Also, supposedly, this truck had not been in an accident, but
my mechanic found evidence to the contrary. When I mentioned it to the dealer, he swore the
truck had not been in an accident, and they did the point inspection. But when I pointed the
damage out to him, he couldn't deny it, as it was quite obvious, and the dealer had to fix it. So
just a year later, when the dealer tells me my brake drums are rusted, well The cost to replace
the rotors AND drums was 3 times the cost of just replacing the rotors. At the time, I could only
afford to get one set done, and the dealer said the front were the worst, so I had those replaced
rotors and drums. Two weeks ago, I took the truck to my mechanic for an oil change, and asked
them to check the back brakes, letting them know what the dealer said. Replaced one injector
under warranty". Chevy said don't worry about it. It's still under warrentee". Remote start was
no longer available. Other than that vehicle drove and started as normal. Issue was fixed in one
visit. Could not solve whine problem by replacing the ring gear and pinion". Dealer made me do
the road force balance, helped the issue, but did not eliminate. Rear axel was replaced. After
three trips to dealership, they finally found a computer software problem. Updating the software
fixed the problem". After three trips to the dealership they finally found a bug in the climate
control computer. A software update fixed it. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel
bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and
hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension.
This was not driven off road or abused. The service person said that it would not pass
inspection next time. This was replaced under warrantee. Dealer replaced under warranty". The
steering wheel always mildly vibrates". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Dealer provided a loaner. Accessory
belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Cruise
control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire
pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start,
alarm or security system. Numerous trips to repair shop at purchase dealer, other dealers, and
independent garages. Repair techs could not identify the problem. Obvious solutions were
tried: battery replaced, electrical system checked, etc. If vehicle is jumped to start and allowed
to remain running for an hour, the battery will charge. The vehicle would start later in the day.
By the next morning, however, the battery would not have enough charge to make anything
electrical in vehicle to work. To use the vehicle, I leave the battery hooked to a battery charger
and only drive vehicle for very short distances with my fingers crossed. Not covered under
warrantee". Had a hard time starting for 2 weeks then just stopped". Power or manual windows,
locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety

belts, sunroof, convertible top. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular
battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or
rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Mechanic said it was a problem with the drivers side
door latch. The door latch was replaced for free. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust
manifold, leaks. This was covered under warranty. It was only detected by check engine light.
Has rusted area on bottom rear near where muffler connects to pipe. When truck is started
moisture that has condensed inside runs out this spot. Plan to have fixed at next service
interval. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Reactivate
now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in
error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In.
Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Chevrolet Silverado Change Vehicle. There are 16 recalls
on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test
Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted
on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch
actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves
when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the
amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared
to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.
Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate
their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate
systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you
wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all
Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS standard. ESC and head protection air bags

available from ; standard from Side air bags standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage varies
among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles.
Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. This has happened 3 time now"
Frederick W. I have given up using this feature" Karen S. Thought service was terrible" John R.
Rough shifting "Only in 4 wheel drive mode. It is an intermitting problem" Jeff C. Air or water
leaks "Water leak above driver side visor twice. Torque converter "Torque converter shutter.
Problem was resolved within a month of the problem developing" Anonymous, Chevrolet
Silverado LT 5. Loose interior trim or moldings "drivers seat rear panel came off as plastic tabs
holding it in place broke off. Additionally, there were scratch marks on the hood and roof that
had to be re-painted as they were unable to buff them out" Anonymous, CA Chevrolet Silverado
LTZ 6. Seems like the rubber seal holds dirt ren when cleaned and strapped the paint of when
you open and close the door and exposes the raw metal and thus rust" Anonymous, NY
Chevrolet Silverado LT 5. Replaced one injector under warranty" Steve U. It's still under
warrentee" Howard S. Ball joints "Ball joints went at Cylinder head "had to have push rods and
valve lifters replaced just out of warranty. Battery not hybrid or electric "after a few days of not
driving the vehicle, the battery would be depleted of charge. Glass defects "Scathing like nicks"
Jenero A. Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket systems "Alarm kept activating.
Catalytic converter "Catalytic converter was defective at about miles. Radiator "Minor coolant
leak that was a known problem and repaired under warranty. See All Trouble Spots. Change
Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports.
Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews. I read many of the negative reviews regarding the model so I waited for the to come
out. I really like this truck. It is very quiet and rides great. The interior fit and finish is excellent. I
have miles on it now with no problems. I drove several models and they all had a bit of a
vibration to them. I believe it was due to flat spots on the Good Year Wrangler tires. I went ATV
riding with my sons over the weekend and there was no internet or phone service, so the
hotspot in the truck really came in handy. The truck gets great mileage when it utilizes the 4 cyl
mode I think it could stay in 4 cyl mode longer but seems just OK in 8 cyl mode. This is still a
very new truck but what a winner. I traded my 07 Silverado on this one and could not be
happier. Big no no for me being from south Florida. First impression of the Silverado was love
at first drive. Extremely quiet for what is an "offroad" set up with the Z71 package. Nice tight
ride and handling. The biggest change for me is the mileage. Real world driving city and
highway on the very first tank Best so far was I will never look at another truck again, Chevy for
life. So I purchased my silverado in april of '15 and have had nothing but issues with it since.
Both factory Goodyear tires ruptured in August after only 10k miles and nearly destroyed both
factory 20's on the passenger side, GM would not replace, again its Goodyear. Now in January
my rear main seal "failed", my service guy's words, caused an large oil puddle in my driveway.
This caused the dealership to have to remove the engine and replace the seal and cover, cover?
And lastly we are in March of '16 and now my transmission is slipping Traded my Tundra for the
Chevy. Best move move I could have made! Rides like a dream. Got Handles much much better
than the Tundra, easier to drive, get in and out of and park. It drops from 8 to 4 effortlessly. I
have had Fords, Dodges, and Toyota. Chevy is the best by far. Do not buy a Chevy truck
period!!!!!!! After spending thousands on the fully loaded Z71 with the 6. I have had it for a year
now and after taking the hunk of junk back to the dealership 5 different times the transmission
was still slipping. The truck is back at the dealership and now they tell me it needs a new
transmission. Funny how they waited until the time to enact the lemon law passed by one
month to admit there is something wrong with the truck. Back to Toyota, after 30 years of
Toyota trucks and Honda cars for the wife. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the Silverado View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by:
All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Pros comfort appearance fuel efficiency ride
quality towing driving experience spaciousness off-roading. Love This Truck! Items per page:.
Write a review See all Silverado s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Silverado Sign Up.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. It was great and
comfortable and rushing me to buy made it fit for my budget and quite fast. Responded
promptly and answered my questions. Purchaseda vehicle elsewhere but that had nothing to do
with the dealer. They responded to my Car Gurus inquiry but then left me hanging on the info I
requested. They were polite until forgetting about me. I received info immediately. Quite
satisfactory info, in fact. However, They were closed when it was convenient for me to show up.
I live 40 miles away. Contacted by email. Did not really answer my questions. I asked if it had the
tow package. The answer I got was, "I don't know but I can check. If not we can add one". Why
couldn't they check before sending the email? They gave me no information that I did not
already have. Finally got to talk to someone and they said truck needed a motor was why it was

so cheap, even though their website said it was ready to test drive. My experience was alright. It
was only through email and we are looking forward to talking by phone and possibly scheduling
for a look through and test drive in the very near future. Quick response from a sales rep, and
he said the vehicle was still available if I was still interested. Asked for pics of the vehicle. I
asked him to send pics when the vehicle returned to the dealership. Never received pics. Never
heard from dealer again. Vehicle is still listed for sale. Tom, our sales consultant was very
friendly, answered my questions directly, contacted the previous owner on my behalf and
relayed helpful answers to me. Tom had the car ready and up a lift for my examination. Our
discussion was straightforward and very helpful to me. I worked with Brandon, who was great!
He returned every call and was able to answer all my questions! He even let Me take the car
home overnight before purchasing. I bought the car! Brandon happened to be off the day I came
to pick it up, which I was aware of, so Kevin helped us finish all paperwork with the help of the
finance dept. This place was great! Honest, fair, and straight to the point. My overall experience
was positive. I drove all the way to Mt Sterling to try the Tahoe out and was treated very well.
Only problem was I didn't get out of parking lot till the Tahoe lost oil pressure and had to turn
around and get it back on the lot. They promised to get it checked out and fixed and to notify us
in a few days. Haven't heard from them since so I'm looking elsewhere. I called about the truck
before making the 60mi trip. Tricky and dishonest ad! At least the salesperson had morals and
gave me some details about the vehicle. I thank you for that. Full-size, light-duty pickup
engineers face two main decisions when building a modern truck. Do we go aluminum? Do we
go diesel? At General Motors, the answer, so far, is no. Given how cheap regular unleaded is,
that gamble has paid off. My test truck started down the assembly line as a Crew cab model with
a short cargo box. Add White Diamond Tricoat paint, heated and ventilated front seats, a Bose
premium sound system, a navigation system, a power sunroof, a Driver Alert package
containing several safety technologies, a trailer brake controller, and a big-ass 6. Metallic trim
appears to bleed through the dashboard, presenting the air vents and center stack of controls.
Overall, the Chevy Silverado looks good. In my Crew cab, short box, 4WD test truck, this option
added 65 hp and 77 lb-ft of torque while reducing fuel economy by a single mile per gallon in
both city and highway driving. Maximum payload capacity shrank by pounds, but maximum
towing capacity increased by pounds. With the 6. If you tow on a regular basis, the upgrade is
worthwhile. For , the 6. Given that I averaged More troubling is the delay in gear engagement. In
short order, this generated irritation. The variable-assist steering requires little effort at low
speeds, but remains resolute on center at higher speeds, and the brake pedal is easy to
modulate in order to bring the truck to a smooth stop. And make sure you remove the lower
front air dam, too, which can get chewed up in a hurry. I also used the Silverado for an IKEA
run, putting hundreds of pounds of furniture into the bed, and that really smoothed out the ride.
The control layout is simple, and the available Chevrolet MyLink infotainment system features a
large, 8-inch touch-sensitive screen with appealing graphics and a fairly simple user interface.
New for , Siri Eyes Free technology arrives for Apple iPhone users, and a text-messaging
assistant is included for Android device users. Comfort levels inside a loaded Silverado are
impressive, from the soft places to rest an arm or elbow to the incredibly effective optional
climate-controlled seats. It was hot and muggy during my time with this truck, and the ventilated
seats made getting into the Silverado a genuine pleasure. Of course, those same step rails that
limit off-roading capability sure come in handy in every other situation, making it easier to
clamber aboard and to exit the Silverado. Crew cab models provide lots of space for rear
passengers, and the bench seat supplies enough width to handle 3 adults. The seat cushion is
mounted too low, though. Instead of using the looped anchors supplied by Chevrolet, I opted
instead to use the lower anchors in combination with the 3-point seat belt. The optional
spray-on bed liner makes it harder to slide things into the truck, though. Two versions of
Chevrolet MyLink are available for the Silverado. The basic setup includes a 4. Using MyLink is
simple enough, and pairing to the Bluetooth connection is no trouble at all. The service is free
for the first 3 months or 3GB of data use and is available via subscription thereafter. It would be
better, however, if another outlet were provided for rear-seat occupants. OnStar also supplies
Automatic Crash Response, free for the first 6 months of vehicle ownership and requiring a
subscription following the trial period. A reversing camera and rear parking-assist sensors are
available for the Silverado, and Chevrolet offers an optional Driver Alert Package containing a
lane-departure warning system, a forward-collision alert system, front and rear parking-assist
sensors, and a safety-alert seat that vibrates in response to a threat. In practice, the
forward-collision warning system occasionally issues false alarms, usually in relationship to
sudden and brief lighting changes or with respect to curved multi-lane streets. Errors are
infrequent, though, and did not inspire me to shut the system off. In crash tests performed by
the NHTSA, the Silverado crew cab receives 5-star ratings in all assessments except for rollover

resistance, for which it gets a 4-star rating with both 2WD and 4WD. Getting a deal on a full-size
truck is usually pretty easy. Although trucks are top sellers in the U. This means that
differences in terms of fuel economy, quality and reliability, long-term depreciation, and overall
cost of ownership are key to establishing how much value one truck might provide over
another. When it comes to the Silverado, free scheduled maintenance is one way Chevrolet tries
to establish added value. I got Depending on your source for information, a Silverado is either a
disaster waiting to happen or a high-quality vehicle. Power gives the Silverado an award for
quality and thinks this truck will prove reliable over time. Either way, a Silverado is not to be
considered an investment. According to ALG, it does an average job of retaining its value.
Full-size trucks are not cheap to buy, and they are not cheap to own. They serve to haul and tow
large loads. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in
their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Silverado listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Private Seller: William. Vinita, OK Message Seller. CarGurus Pay.
Request Information. Image Not Available. If you tow on a regular basis, the upgrade to the
Chevy Silverado's 6. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
arctic cat wiring diagrams
2002 silverado ignition switch
peugeot 308 thermostat housing removal
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

